


 Imagine yourself walking on a red canvas. The sun washing the sea 
and the sky with crimson. This undefined place where figures in apparent joy 
cast shadows is simultaneously forbidding and soothing. All the figures seem 
strangely intoxicated in a mirage of lightness. They are as unafraid of touching 

one another’s skins as they are of becoming invisible one day.

 You are now where the clocks seem disoriented, in a blinding wash of 
white with the sun at the peak, in a pool where nothing is identifiable. And 
all this unidentifiability is inside you. Under, inside, despite the light, on the 
desolate street, or perhaps on the balcony, you are mulling the passage of time, 
with your legs extended. Your day turns to night, your noon to dusk. You hide, 

with all your colors, behind imagined compassion and a hidden passion.

 Put aside all that is in your hands, all the thoughts in your mind, and 
picture the beach that extends in front of you, where the sun fades towards 
darkness. The warm mother who was touching your bones a moment ago is 
now gone. In the pitch dark, the people surrounding you slowly turn into sound. 
We have all witnessed that red glow as it set moments ago. Now, we are left 
alone with the reality of being made of flesh, bones and skin, in the absence of 

our warm mother.

 In the arms of this reality, this darkness, we are quietly waiting, with 
hope, for the night to arrive, and for the stars to blossom over us.

Elâ Atakan’s letter to SABO
Monday, 31 October, 2022



 In the exhibition titled Golden Hours, SABO brings the loving, 
compassionate light of moments of happiness to his canvases. These 
works, where light finds a different expression every time, bear traces of 
the artist’s two previous exhibitions at Versus Art Project, Paracetamol 
and Time Machine. The dizzying effect of the colors in Paracetamol, the 
narrative displaced through fictional time in Time Machine, are replaced 
here by a more subjective narrative, by moments, memories of peace 
which the sun illuminates in different angles.

 In Golden Hours, the artist expresses the traces of a compassion 
that wraps one up under the covers on sleepy mornings, that strikes 
the strands of a mother’s hair, that filters through the balcony awnings 
in summer afternoons, that runs in the whiteness of bedsheets, that 
reflects on and through water, that rises and sets behind mountains, 
blessing us, in the form of abstract droplets. He depicts vignettes from a 
life familiar but unrealized, pursuing happiness, in a dream of lightness, 
in non-existing spaces.

***

 The golden hours in which the Sun warms us inside refer to an 
idealized period through which time is flowing, as well as evoking an 
imaginary space. The substrate of this imaginary space is light, and its 
various states. As we go down to the symbolic roots of light, remembering 
our most primal urges, we go back to the times when humanity 
worshipped the Sun against the darkness of the universe. In the Ancient 
Greek tradition, light is identified with gold, as an expression of the 
sun with its plentitude and benevolent traits. Possessing the sparkle of 
light, gold plays an important role in alchemy. The transformation of 

lead into gold also symbolizes an alchemy of the spirit, the redemption 
of humanity, the sign of rebirth.1

 In this exhibition, the notion of rebirth also guides the artist in 
arriving at the idea of light. While designing this exhibition, the artist 
has imagined the reflections of light perceived by a baby in the mother’s 
womb from behind the curtain of the mother’s skin. Going through his 
family albums, he has found traces of this warm and benevolent feeling 
in his own history, in a photograph of his mother sitting on the balcony. 
In this photography, which has inspired the work titled Lucky Me, the 
harsh, yet pleasing light that strikes her mother’s face, dazzling her, has 
formed the basis of the overarching sentiment of the exhibition. In this 
work, the artist’s mother is in the void of space, in an unidentified place 
where night and day mix into each other, a place where everything is 
possible. In Timaeus, one of his late works, Platon makes mention of the 
idea of a female Khôra [χώρα] reminiscent of the womb: “the containing 
mother and nurse of all things”, Khôra denotes both part of the polis 
and a territory, and the material substratum out of which all things are 
born.2  

 Starting from this first seed he plants in the exhibition, SABO 
pursues moments of happiness which may or may not have been lived in 
the past. Recognizing that one more often finds inner peace on holiday, 
on the countryside, at sea, and in nature, and uses this emotional state 
to constitute the infrastructure of his works. In the work titled Is There 
Someone Else?, three figures, whose emotional kinship can be felt, who 
may be friends, father and son, or brothers, look at us. Under a makeshift 
tent with its warm yellow hue, in nature, in water, on the verge of reality, 
they are in peace. The buildings behind them, in contrast with the 
disaster-struck, demolished houses in the artist’s earlier works titled 
Tsunami and Tornado, bear the promise of benevolence. Time Flies, which 



accompanies this work, with its leaves that are reminiscent of wings in 
flight, shed light on the permeability of the notion of time denoted by 
SABO. 

 Looking closely at the architecture built by the artist in the 
exhibition, we can see the traces of a lived, optimistic golden age. In the 
self-explanatory works in the Light Leaks series, the awnings fluttering 
in a tranquil balcony and the streets, buildings seen through them can 
take us to the long summers of childhood, to moments when time seems 
to flow slowly and compassionately.

 In Golden Hours, the artist adds a new layer on top of his works, 
depicting abstract fields reminiscent of water droplets that scatter over 
the canvases, which he terms light leaks. According to the artist, these 
specks are gateways through which he slips into the golden moments 
that he has designed, in which he is not present. In addition to creating 
a depth of meaning, the abstract fields SABO uses in this exhibition 
bear clues as to his technique. In the series titled In Your Eyes, he has 
applied his collage technique to the canvas. Here, the artist finds a 
happy photograph taken long before he existed, showing members of 
his family by the seaside in unaccustomed poses, and notices that there 
is a recent photograph of himself taken at the same location as well. 
For him, these two photographs denote a lapse of time, and through 
collages, densely painted abstract fields, the artist embarks on a journey 
between these two times.

 It is not a coincidence that the places depicted by SABO in this 
exhibition are by the waterside, next to the sea, or pools. Constituting a 
reference to the womb, the seed of the exhibition, water is also arguably 
the best reflector of light, and the finest companion of the moments 
of happiness defined by the artist. In the works in this exhibition, the 

artist depicts water through a variety of brush and paint techniques. 
In the series titled Savior, the artist leaves the faces of the figures 
indistinct, depicting the ambiguity, movement, joy of the sea with free 
brush strokes that have left traces, while painting the water in the pool 
in Fever Dream as densely as the abstract fields he refers to as light leaks.
 
 The artist has depicted the pool in Fever Dream with a feeling 
that can only be perceived through a certain kind of perception beyond 
the sense of the visual. This work is reminiscent of the description of a 
pool in Eye and Mind3, the last work penned by Maurice Merleau-Ponty 
in Le Tholonet in Provence, France in the summer of 1960: “I cannot say 
that the water itself—the aqueous power, the syrupy and shimmering 
element—is in space; all this is not somewhere else either, but it is not 
in the pool […] This inner animation, this radiation of the visible, is what 
the painter seeks beneath, the words depth, space, and color.” 4 

 In this book, Merleau-Ponty argues that the philosopher and the 
painter are engaged in the same inquiry, that they both investigate wild, 
silent, conceptless essences5, and attempts to develop a new philosophy 
of seeing. The works that undergo a transformation in Monastery, the 
final series of SABO’s exhibition, are the result of a new alchemy in the 
artist’s oeuvre. This series bears the story of the Monastery cove near 
the seaside town of Didim, where the artist has spent his summers in 
his childhood. In this cove, which is only accessible through narrow 
paths, the Sun disappears before it sets completely, but all the colors of 
the sunset linger around the cove for a long time. Once all the reflected 
lights disappear, absolute darkness takes over. The artist describes the 
darkness after this dizzying moment, the brightness of the stars in the 
sky, and the magical feeling of being left alone with the voices of those 
around him. In these works, the artist takes down the wild, silent and 
conceptless essences through a freeform abstractness, and the specks 
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of light hanging in the air perhaps herald the seed in Khôra, the light in 
the mother’s womb.

 “The eye accomplishes the prodigious work of opening the soul 
to what is not soul—the joyous realm of things and their god, the sun. 
[…] We must take literally what vision teaches us: namely, that through it 
we touch the sun and the stars, that we are everywhere at once, and that 
[we even possess] the power to imagine ourselves elsewhere.” 6 In these 
works, where he imagines himself in moments of happiness, SABO 
embarks on this journey of insight described by Merleau-Ponty. And 
with this exhibition, he invites us to a dream of lightness in the shadow 
of the golden age of the past, to healing, with the hope that his light 
bears.

Text by: Elâ Atakan
English translation: Murat Güneş

1 Etienne Christophe, « Symbolique de la lumière », La chaîne d’union, 2014/2 (N° 68), p. 76-83. DOI : 10.3917/
cdu.068.0076. URL : https://www.cairn.info/revue-la-chaine-d-union-2014-2-page-76.htm 
2 Platon, Timaios, trans. Erol Güney and Lütfi Ay, Sosyal Yayınlar, İstanbul, 2001, p. 48c-52c. Quoted by: 
Çiğdem Yazıcı, Varlık, Varoluş, Söz ve Doğum, Cogito Issue: 81, Yapı Kredi Yayınevi, 2015, p. 36-39.
3 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Göz ve Tin, çev. Ahmet Soysal, Metis Yayınevi, 2019, p. 7.
4 […] When through the water’s thickness I see the tiled bottom of the pool, I do not see it despite the water 

and the reflections; I see it through them and because of them. If there were no distortions, no ripples of 
sunlight, if it were without that flesh that I saw the geometry of the tiles, then I would cease to see it as it is 
and where it is—which is to say, beyond any identical, specific place. I cannot say that the water itself—the 
aqueous power, the syrupy and shimmering element—is in space; all this is not somewhere else either, but 
it is not in the pool. It inhabits it, is materialized there, yet it is not contained there; and if I lift my eyes 
toward the screen of cypresses where the web of reflections plays, I must recognize that the water visits it as 
well, or at least sends out to it its active, living essence. This inner animation, this radiation of the visible, 
is what the painter seeks beneath, the words depth, space, and color. Ibid. p. 63.
5 Ibid. p.11.
6 Ibid. p.70-71.
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SABO
Time Flies
2022 
Oil on Canvas 
80 x 60 cm
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SABO
Is There Someone Else?
2022 
Oil on Canvas
175 x 200 cm
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SABO
Lucky Me
2022 
Oil on Canvas 
180 x 100 cm
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SABO
Savior
2022 
Oil on Canvas 
80 x 105 cm
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SABO
Savior
2022 
Oil on Canvas 
96.5 x 133.5 cm
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SABO
Savior
2022 
Oil on Canvas 
86.5 x 133.5 cm
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SABO
Light Leaks
2022 
Oil on Canvas 
55 x 45 cm
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SABO
Light Leaks
2022
Oil on Canvas
55 x 45 cm
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SABO
Fever Dream
2022
Oil on Canvas
175 x 200 cm
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SABO
In Your Eyes
2022
Dry Paint on Paper, Collage
70 x 50 cm
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SABO
In Your Eyes
2022
Dry Paint on Paper, Collage
70 x 50 cm
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SABO
In Your Eyes
2022
Dry Paint on Paper, Collage
46.5 x 67.5 cm
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SABO
In Your Eyes
2022
Dry Paint on Paper, Collage
50 x 70 cm
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SABO
In Your Eyes
2022
Dry Paint on Paper, Collage
35 x 35 cm
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SABO
Monastery
2022
Oil on Canvas
40 x 50 cm
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SABO
Monastery
2022
Oil on Canvas
70 x 100 cm
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SABO
Monastery
2022
Oil on Canvas
60 x 50 cm
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SABO 
b.1988, Istanbul

SABO completed his undergraduate studies in the Faculty of Fine Arts, 
Painting Department in Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University. During his 
studies, he focused on the gravure print techniques at Rome Fine Arts 
Faculty, Painting Department.
 
Although figures are in the foreground in SABO’s compositions, the space, 
all elements in the atmosphere surrounding it, and abstract spaces are 
complementary and enriching parts of the story as much as the figures. 
Every stroke of the artist on the canvas enriches his works by contributing 
to the culmination of the work as a whole. Handling the graphical elements 
with a pictorial language, SABO’s works are fictional, storytelling, and 
even playful. The audience is invited to a story. Through this journey, the 
viewer follows a path that is completed with detailed descriptions of places 
and objects. This journey, which also bears traces of the artist’s own story, 
cultivates the imagination of the viewer and ceases to be one-dimensional 
by enabling them to create alternative story lines accordingly. Thus, the 
first narrative created by the artist is enriched over time. In addition to 
the items, such as notes and texts from the history of humanity that are 
frequently encountered in SABO’s work, history, past wars, success and 
failure are among the other themes that SABO thinks about and produces.

Works of SABO have been exhibited in Izmir, Rome, Copenhagen along 
with his solo exhibitions that took place in Istanbul. SABO continues his 
work and life in Istanbul.
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EDUCATION

2007 - 2016 Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University
  Painting Department

2010 - 2011 Accademia di Belle Arti di Roma
  (Erasmus)

SOLO EXHIBITIONS

2022 Golden Hours
 Versus Art Project, Istanbul, Turkey
 
2021 Time Machine
 Versus Art Project, Istanbul, Turkey

2019 Paracetamol
 Versus Art Project, Istanbul, Turkey

GROUP  EXHIBITIONS

2021 Finding a Cure in Istanbul
 Karşı Sanat Çalışmaları, Approach Tunnel, Istanbul, Turkey

2021 Beyond Vision
 Vision Art Platform, Istanbul, Turkey

2019 ‘Paper’ A Selection of Turkish Contemporary Art
 Pilevneli Project, Istanbul, Turkey

2018 Positive Space
 American Hospital Operation Room Art Gallery, Istanbul, Turkey

2018 Ghosts
 Red Bull Art Around, Arnavutköy, Istanbul, Turkey

2017 Spring w/ Signs of Time
 2013 Istanbul Off-site project for Sharjah Biennial, Istanbul, Turkey

2017 In A Break In Life
 Adahan Hotel -1 Gallery, Istanbul, Turkey

2017 Tomorrow
 Gaia Gallery, Istanbul, Turkey

2016 450 Km
 Erimtan Archaeology and Arts Museum, Ankara, Turkey

2016 The Mystery of Figure
 Plato Sanat, Istanbul, Turkey

2016 Masturbation
 Mixer, Istanbul, Turkey

2015 Alice
 Maumau - Space Debris - Studio Kein, Istanbul, Turkey

2015 Cross The Earth Her Head Is On The Balcony
 Pi Artworks, Istanbul, Turkey

2014 Parlor Party
 Tankut Aykut Gallery, Istanbul, Turkey
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2014 Outer / Dream w/ Signs of Time II
 Adahan Hotel -1 Gallery, Istanbul, Turkey

2013 First Viewing 
 ArtSümer, Istanbul, Turkey

2013 ESSL Art Award CEE
 Tophane-i Amire Culture and Arts Center, Istanbul, Turkey

2012 Rome-Foggia Fine Arts University Painting Exhibition
 Beyoğlu Art Gallery, Istanbul, Turkey

2012 Il Segno Condiviso
 CKSM Art Gallery, Istanbul, Turkey

2011 Rome Engraving
 Izmir Konak, Güzelyalı Culture Center Art Gallery, Izmir, Turkey

2010 Mostra di Incisione
 Accademia Belle Arti Rome, Rome, Italy

2009 Transform in Art Education 
 Tophane-i Amire Culture and Arts Center, Istanbul, Turkey

FAIRS

2022 Artweeks Akaretler w/ Versus Art Project
 Istanbul, Turkey

2022 Enter Art Fair w/ Versus Art Project
 Copenhagen, Denmark

2022 Artweeks Akaretler w/ Versus Art Project
 Istanbul, Turkey

2022 Border_less ArtBook Days 
 ARTER, Istanbul, Turkey
 
2019 Contemporary Istanbul w/ Versus Art Project
 Istanbul, Turkey

2016 Contemporary Istanbul w/ Design Bay
 Istanbul, Turkey

2015 Contemporary Istanbul w/ Signs of Time
 Istanbul, Turkey

2014 Contemporary Istanbul w/ Signs of Time
 Istanbul, Turkey

2010 20th Istanbul Art Fair Artist 2010
 Istanbul, Turkey

ARTIST BOOKS / PUBLICATIONS

2021 Borderless Paper #3
 Istanbul, Turkey, published by Border_less

2019 Time Machine
 Artist Book, Istanbul, Turkey

2019 Paracetamol
 Exhibition Book, Istanbul, Turkey, published by Versus Art Project
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2018 Black Book
 Artist Book, Istanbul, Turkey
 
2015 Signs of Time, Berlin Book
 Berlin, Germany 

2015 Berlin
 Artist Book, Berlin, Germany

2014 Outer / Dream w/ Signs Of Time, 
 Exhibition Book, Istanbul, Turkey, published by Bilgi Publish Center

2014 (EVE) Virus
 Artist Book, Istanbul, Turkey 

ARTIST TALKS

2019 Paracetamol
 Artist Talk w/ Sena, Huo RF, Burak Ata (Moderator: Ela Atakan)
            Versus Art Project, Istanbul, Turkey 

2018 Ghosts 
 Artist Talk w/ Bahar Yürükoğlu, Eda Aslan, Pınar Marul, Ilgın Seymen,  
 Naz Cuguoğlu, Mine Kaplangı, Serhat Cacekli
 Red Bull Art Around, Arnavutköy, Istanbul, Turkey 

2016 The Mystery of Figure 
 Artist Talk w/ Mustafa Akkaya, Volkan Kızıltunç 
 (Moderator: Marcus Graf)
         Plato Sanat, Istanbul, Turkey 

2015 Alice
 Artist Talk w/ Rafet Arslan, Fulya Çetin, Itır Demir, Cansu Gürsu, 
 Gülhatun Yıldırım (Moderator: Özge Ersoy, Lara Ögel) 
          Maumau - Space Debris - Studio Kein, Istanbul, Turkey 

2015 Cross the Earth Her Head is on the Balcony w/ Signs of Time
 Artist Talk w/ Sena, Burak Ata, Huo RF, Burak Dak, Nihat Karataşlı
 (Moderator: Hande Oynar)
          Pi Artworks, Istanbul, Turkey




